IBP Shower Enclosures are available as complete, all-in-one kits: aluminum grid, glass block, door, and acrylic base. Whether you select a kit or choose a custom design, IBP Shower Enclosures make it easy to add natural light and drama to your next bath project.
Choose the convenience of IBP’s all-in-one shower kits (shown at right), or specify a shower enclosure of your own design.

Now it’s easier than ever to brighten any bath with the beauty of real glass block.

Since 1988, thousands of builders, contractors and seasoned do-it-yourselfers have brightened their baths with the natural beauty of real glass block, using the IBP Glass Block Grid System.

IBP’s shower enclosures improve on old-fashioned mortared installation with a strong, lightweight aluminum grid available in five standard finishes. (Custom finishes on request.)

No mortar means no need for skilled trades. Each enclosure is manufactured to precise specifications, which helps assure a callback-free installation.

Introducing IBP’s Latest Innovation

The IBP Shower Kit is a complete shower solution: aluminum grid; glass block; Alumax® aluminum door (with choice of door glass); and durable Lucite® cast acrylic base, available in standard white (WT6064/Kohler) or biscuit (BN6528/Kohler). Custom colors are also available by special order.

Real Glass Block

Even the best plastic block substitutes run the risk of scratching, clouding, and yellowing over time. The heart of every IBP shower installation is genuine glass block. Select a pattern that fits your design best, or even mix and match patterns for a truly custom effect.

Modular Design for Total Flexibility

Once the grid is in place, you can achieve a wide variety of color schemes by mixing and matching glass block patterns and colors.

If the bath is remodeled, or if new occupants prefer a different look, it’s easy to update the shower to fit the new design needs. Simply remove sealant, ease a block out of the grid, replace it with a different block, and re-seal.

Select the Perfect Match of Glass Block Pattern and Grid Finish

Other glass block patterns and grid finishes are available by special order. Availability varies by region, and all colors shown here are approximate. Ask your IBP representative about availability, pricing, and samples.
Designed for a Perfect Fit

All IBP shower enclosures are engineered for use with standard 8" × 8" × 3" (nominal) glass block and Dow Corning Trade Mate™ clear sealant, which helps ensure a watertight enclosure. Installation is easy and fast, requiring only simple tools and moderate skill. Many showers can be installed in less than four hours.

Easy Steps to a Quick, Attractive, Virtually Callback-Proof Installation

1. Set acrylic shower pan in place and secure.
2. Using grid as a guide, measure and drill holes for installation.
3. Bolt grid into place and hang shower door.
4. Slip each block into vinyl boot, insert into grid, and apply sealant.
5. Finished inline shower
Corner the Market on Exciting Custom Shower Designs

IBP shower grids are engineered to take your project wherever your imagination might lead it. The shower system includes corner extrusions that allow you to turn corners in increments of 22½°—even a full circle if desired. Extrusions snap together tightly and seal securely, for a sturdy, long-lasting installation, such as the corner radius unit shown below.

Be sure to ask about other home-brightening ideas from IBP: windows, walls, skylights, and floors, all engineered and built with quality proven in thousands of installations worldwide.

See how easy it is to design with glass block—and add a touch of glamour to any bath project. Contact your IBP representative today.